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How to Crowdfund

Jason Nuttall
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Crowdfunder exists to 

tackle society’s challenges 
by making ideas happen

Our purpose
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What is it?
Offering a benefit of some kind in return 
for a financial contribution

Why?
Opportunities to pledge at different price 
points encourage people to give more

Our speciality: rewards-based crowdfunding
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Make Gnoss' New Album Happen!
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All or nothing Flexible funding
(keep what you raise)

Or

Raising funding on Crowdfunder

Two funding methods:
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Crowdfunder fees

Platform fee

0% for charities, social enterprises &  not for profits

5% + VAT for businesses

Card payment processing fee

1.9% of the total +23p per pledge + VAT

+Extra Funding fee

Generally 5% + VAT for any +Extra Funding you receive from 

our partners.

*Money raised by a successful project, will be paid into the 

nominated bank account, minus the fees, within 7 working days 

(+Extra Funding paid out separately).
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What makes a good 
crowdfunding campaign?
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Team Network Story

The key ingredients for an awesome crowdfunding campaign
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Benefits of crowdfunding

Validation

Build confidence 
in your idea

Show there is an 
appetite

Y
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Benefits of crowdfunding

Validation Awareness

Build confidence 
in your idea

Show there is an 
appetite

Create a buzz 
around your idea

Get noticed by a 
wider audience

Y
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Benefits of crowdfunding

Validation Awareness Advocates
 

Build confidence 
in your idea

Show there is an 
appetite

Create a buzz 
around your idea

Get noticed by a 
wider audience

Build an engaged 
audience

Create meaningful 
connections

Y
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Benefits of crowdfunding

Validation Awareness Advocates
 

Learn
new skills

Build confidence 
in your idea

Show there is an 
appetite

Create a buzz 
around your idea

Get noticed by a 
wider audience

Build an engaged 
audience

Create meaningful 
connections

Transferable skills 
for the future

Crowdfund like a 
pro

Y
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Benefits of crowdfunding

Validation Awareness Advocates
 

+Extra funding 
and support 

Learn
new skills

Build confidence 
in your idea

Show there is an 
appetite

Create a buzz 
around your idea

Get noticed by a 
wider audience

Build an engaged 
audience

Create meaningful 
connections

Crowdfund like a 
pro

Transferable skills 
for the future

Access funding 
from national and 
regional partners

Make new 
connections 

Y
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Visit our Learn platform

Running your projectPlanning your project Creating your project

Your three steps to success

https://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/knowledge-hub
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Planning your project
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Project leader

Creating 
the page/video

Network 
mapping

Making & 
delivering the 

marketing plan

Team & Tasks
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Create a network 
map Friends 

& family

Team

Press 
and 

blogs

Local 
people

Local 
business

Existing 
supporters

Partners

Facebook

Possible 
supporters
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Your project description should tell 
potential supporters the following:

1. Who you are

2. What you want to achieve

3. Why this is important

4. How you will use the funds raised

Your story
Creating your project
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Activity

What’s your story?

1. Who you are

2. What you want to achieve

3. Why this is important

4. How you will use the funds raised
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Creating your project
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Sign up to 
Crowdfunder

Create a page to tell 
your story

Add a range of rewards 
you can offer

Getting started
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Making a page
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Project page
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Keep it short & sweet – two minutes 
is plenty

Get someone to help you in front of 
the camera, faces are powerful.

Write a script. It pays to be prepared.

Video
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PJyNzDi868g
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How can rewards help to motivate the Crowd?
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Rewards

● Incentivise your supporter base by giving them 
something in return for a donation

● Average donations for project pages with 
rewards: £50

Top Tips: 

- Offer a range of price points to suit all budgets. 

- Ask businesses, celebrities or individuals with a 

skill or product to donate rewards 

- Ask them to increase your reach by promoting 

to their network

- Read our 55 Reward ideas blog 

- See other Crowdfunders like this for inspiration

https://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/stories/55-reward-ideas
https://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/p/blff
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Activity: Choosing rewards

What rewards could you offer for:

£10
£50

£500
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Running your project
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1 

week

4 

weeks

Team
Friends 

& Family

Existing 
supporters

Facebook

Partners
Local 

people

Local 
businesses

Press 
& blogs

Your crowdfunding calendar
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1. The first week of 
funding usually sees 
half of the total £ raised 
pledged

2. Traditionally there is a 
peak of interest and the 
beginning and at the 
end

3. A solid marketing plan 
is absolutely essential
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Crowdfunder’s coaching & support

We provide help via

● Online guides and courses

● Accelerator

● Personalised email advice

● Live project analytics

● Customer support team

● One to one coaching

● Bespoke video for frequent questions
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Crowdfunder Learn


